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Abstract

Approach

We build a system to extract the information necessary for the construction of a
bipartite article-dataset graph. In this graph dataset node X and article node Y share an
edge iff dataset X is used in article Y. We divide the task into two sub-tasks: dataset
mention extraction and entity clustering. Dataset mention extraction entails identifying
dataset referential phrases in scientific text. We train Googles sciBERT to extract dataset
referential phrases on a dataset constructed for this project. SciBERT attains an F1 of
0.84 on our zero-shot test set. Entity clustering entails the clustering of our extracted
dataset mentions so that dataset mentions referring to the same real-life dataset are
assigned to the same cluster. We develop a task-specific graph-based algorithm that
clusters based on lexical, semantic and document level features. The algorithm is able to
attain a B-cubed f1 score of 0.86 on a self-constructed golden standard.

Entity Clustering

The task was divided into two sub-tasks:

●

Dataset mention extraction
Dataset mention extraction entails identifying the phrases in the text that refer to a
dataset. This task is an example of Named Entity Recognition (NER). This task was
performed using sciBERT.

●

Entity clustering
Entity clustering entails partitioning the identified dataset mentions so that partition
contains all the dataset mentions corresponding to one real world dataset. This task is
an example of cross-docume
nt coreference resolution. A task specific algorithm was developed for this subtask

●

●
●

Dataset Mention Extraction

Introduction
●
●
●
●
●

In the last few years, the scientific community has experienced considerable
growth in the number of articles published.
As such, it has become more difficult to find relevant articles quickly and
efficiently.
This projects aims to identify the datasets used in large corpora of scientific
articles.
This information will be used to construct a bipartite graph of dataset and
article nodes
Dataset X and article Y will have be connected through an edge if and only if
dataset X was used in article Y.

●

Allenai's sciBERT was used for the named entity recognition task, sciBERT is a
BERT model pre-trained on scientific text [1].
A dataset of sentences containing dataset mentions was constructed using
15,000 scientific articles taken from NIPS, SIGIR, VISION and SDM. The final
dataset contained 6000 BIO-labeled sentences, 2864 of these sentences had a
dataset mention.
The model was evaluated on a zero-shot test set, this entails that all of the
datasets in this set (e.g. CIFAR-10) are not in the training data.
Extended SEMEVAL metrics were used for evaluation of the dataset mention
extraction task [2]
Da

●

●
●

For the entity clustering a task-specific algorithm was developed based loosely
on [3]
The choice to divert from established practice and implement a custom
solution was made in large part due to the specific nature of the entities to be
clustered (i.e. they all describe datasets).
The distance based algorithm uses (dis)similarities in three different spaces
○
The lexical space is expressed in character level n-gram tf-idf vectors
○
The semantic space is expressed through pooling of sciBERTs last
hidden layer [4]
○
The document space uses document embeddings from gensims
doc2vec model [5]
Linear interpolation of the distances in these spaces constitute the final
distances used by our clustering algorithm
The algorithm attained a b-cubed f1 of 0.86

Conclusion
This paper explores the subtasks of dataset mention extraction and entity clustering,
working towards the development of a system that from some large corpuse of scientific
articles, construct a bipartite knowledge graph
Works still needs to be performed before the developed system is ready to be deployed,
in particular :
●
While summations and ellipses are extracted properly, no specific steps are
taken to parse and split them before the clustering steps, this is necessary for
optimal performance
●
Computational complexity remains an issue due to the distance based
approach of the algorithm, the algorithm must be adapted to allow for larger
amounts of data
●
End to end evaluation must be performed to understand the systems actual,
real life performance
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